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Thesis Abstract

thiS graduate thesis explores the ideas and exploration of 
creating architecture as an educational instrument that will inform 
its occupants about a new, more environmentally-friendly way of 
living. The design itself becomes an energy efficient, sustainable, 
and green design that ultimately strives to become a prototype for 
self sustaining designs that strive to leave the area better off then it 
was before.

By designing holistic and humble designs in a self-sustaining campus 
community, situated on the University of Minnesota campus in 
Itasca State Park, will educate and inspire both students and the 
public about a new more environmentally-friendly way of living.  
Those students studying environmental engineering and/or the 
biological sciences will develop greater knowledge  through hands 
on experience and training. Additionally, throughout the year the 
park visitors are invited onto the campus to become more educated 
and potentially inspired by this community’s ideals.

Ranging in square footage from 24,000 to 8,000 square feet, The 
design will consists of four buildings: a visitor’s center, community 
center, biological lab, and environmental engineering lab. These 
various spaces will explore innovative and creative use of materials, 
community design strategies, and consider what is actually needed 
to live, allowing it to become an evolving, self-sustaining campus 
community for the University of Minnesota to further develop 
through education and research. 
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cAn architecture be used as an educational prototype to 
inspire an environmentally regenerative way of living?

Problem Statement
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Statement of intent

project typology  

A regenerative campus community located on the site of the 
University of Minnesota’s College of Biological Sciences Forestry 
Station and Lab in Itasca State Park.  The community will house 
educational, gallery, and self-sustaining living environments.

theoreticAl preMiSe

Currently, American society is attracted to the idea that “bigger is 
better”.  The use of  architecture as an educational instrument 
to influence society’s current attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs will 
inspire a new, more sustainable and efficient way of living that can 
potentially leave the area better off then it was before.

The American society’s current way of living, where it seems we 
keep moving away from designing with nature and are starting to 
over-power it, cannot be sustained much longer. A different way 
of living needs to be established for the health and welfare of the 
environment and humanity.

The use of architecture as an educational instrument can be a way 
to limit the effects on the planet in the design itself and through an 
educational interaction with its occupants.

Architectural design, and people’s interaction with it, can be a way 
to alter current perceptions about what are “good” living conditions 
and help people understand what is actually needed to survive 
comfortably.

In conclusion, this thesis will explore architecture as an educational 
prototype to inspire and spread the ideas of an environmentally 
regenerative way of living.

project juStificAtion

By using architecture as an educational instrument to inspire a new 
way of living, we can create a prototype for architecture design and 
a way to inform and educate society on creating a more sustainable 
and efficient way of living.
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Thesis Narrative

“green architecture needs to go beyond just the current 
catalogue of environment control techniques and create

 architectural forms where both function and image celebrate 
the environment’s message” (Warwick, 2000)

SenSitivity to the environment, site observation, inspiration from natural patterns, simplicity 
of form, incorporation of green space, and an overall balance of intriguing ideas for sustainable 
design can create a healthy-built environment now and in the future.  A building’s job should be to 
shelter and protect its occupants from its surroundings, and at the same time expose the essence 
of the area and become what the site wants it to be.  Furthermore, simplicity in form, spatial layout, 
and system should create a space which is limited to only what is needed.  Through the development 
of my interest in sustainable design and the environment, I strongly believe careful consideration 
should always be given to sustainable strategies for the overall wellbeing of the environment and 
the human race. 

continuing education and growing up surrounded by the wonders of the outdoors, lead to 
my high interest in sustainable design through my enduring attention to environmental sciences, 
its natural biological systems, and ways to respect and preserve all aspects of our environment.  
Additionally, I became increasingly excited when the ideas of sustainability were introduced.  For 
me, I felt these green ideas had the potential for world-changing designs, allowing increased 
creativity and a change of mind in the ways of designing architecture.  

currently in design projects, it seems the idea of designing green architecture became 
something that was added on and was no longer the focus of our given design program.   In those 
projects, I was still able to incorporate the simple ideas of sustainable design like: site analysis, use 
of natural lighting, and incorporation of green spaces.  Still, I felt there was a lot more we could 
do to make these building designs green, and additional attention should be given to those ideas.  
There are so many possible green design ideas such as: the incorporation of local and recycled 
building materials, the use of passive and active solar access, water collection, green roofs, natural 
ventilation, interior gardens and green spaces, and water-reuse systems.  It would be nice to have a 
better understanding and knowledge of incorporating these systems and other sustainable systems 
into our designs. 
 

now imagine a green residential community that acts as a prototype for a new invention of the 
green homes in the future, and demonstrates a holistic approach to these ideas and thoughts of 
self sustaining architecture.  I have came up with a project that will potentially promote sustainable 
education by educating its occupants while allowing the architecture to demonstrate the ideals of 
green architecture.  At the same time, it will allow them to live sustainably and will educate them on 
sustainable concepts or ideas to improve the life of the environment and generations to come.  
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uSerS of the self-sustaining campus community will be students 
of the environmental engineering and biological science programs 
at the University of Minnesota Itasca State Park campus.  The 
community will allow the students to experiment and gain  hands-on 
educational development.  These students and faculty will also act as 
hosts for tourists that travel to Itasca and want to learn more about 
these green systems and ways of living.  When student occupancy is 
low, the general public will have the ability to rent out the cabins to 
experience and educate themselves on a new self-sustaining way of 
living.  

clientS for the regenerative campus community will consist of: 
the Itasca State Park Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 
the University of Minnesota, its undergraduate environmental 
engineering students, and current undergraduate and graduate 
students studying ecology and natural history. The community will 
provide housing for a new environmental engineering program and 
will also be welcoming to the public to experience the community’s 
new innovations and technologies.

User/Client Descriptions
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Major Project Elements

viSitorS gAllery provides a space for the display of these 
new developments and space to organize the new developments 
and demonstrate their uses in everyday living.

green productS gift Shop allows for the marketing of 
small and large scale green products for visitors to purchase to 
spread the ideas of a self-sustaining community to their current way 
of living. 

indoor/outdoor interActive diSplAyS will create 
an outdoor plaza for visitors to experience new technologies and 
innovations.

coMMunity kitchen And dining hAll preparing food 
cooked from on-site produce and will be available for students, 
faculty and visitors 

coMMunity greenhouSe will be a four season garden 
available to all the residents to supply the community with fresh 
vegetables available to the residents at all times during the year.

coMMunity living SySteMS will supply the water and 
energy for the community. The water system will incorporate a fresh 
water supply, grey water reuse system, and black water disposal 
system.  The energy system will incorporate new power-generating 
technologies. 

outdoor coMMonS provides a space for outdoor meeting 
areas, displays, and activities which also acts as an extension of the 
community greenhouse.

viewing tower will be available to the public to view the 
diverse surrounding ecosystem and activities taking place in the 
campus community.

AdMiniStrAtive officeS will incorporate reception, record 
keeping, conference room, and individual administrative offices for 
college professors.
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clASSrooMS will be used for lectures and educational activities 
for researchers and students becoming a multifunctional space to 
accommodate multiple activities and lectures for both the students 
and the public.  

AuditoriuM will be a large outdoor lecture and performance 
space that is naturally created from the sloping topography in the 
landscape.

reSeArch lAborAtorieS a biological and engineering lab 
will be available to students and professionals for experimentation, 
studies and research.

coMputer lAb offers convenient access to the world wide web 
through up-to-date access to new technologies and systems.

librAry will hold the station’s current articles and student papers, 
while also welcoming donated books to fill the small campus library 
and study area.

work StAtionS And MechAnicAl Shop will be a space 
for the hands-on experimentation and the development of new 
technologies and systems.

eQuipMent StorAge is a space for the storage of all equipment 
and materials needed for exploration and the development of new 
technologies and systems.

Student dorMitorieS will become a prototype for a 
communal way of living that will consist of single and double room 
dorms with shared wash rooms, food preparation, and commons.

Student And fAculty cAbinS will be the prototype for a 
new residential, prefab architecture and will consist of 1-3 bedrooms, 
kitchen, dining, eating, storage, washrooms, and private gardens.  
These prefab cabins will become design / build projects for the 
students and are then sold to the public.

bAthhouSeS on site are newer facilities but will be renovated to 
accommodate green strategies.

Major Project Elements
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Itasca State Park 

pArk overview

Situated in North Central Minnesota among towering pines, clear lakes, and rolling hills, Itasca State 
Park is just north of the town of Park Rapids, MN, and is accessed from all 4 sides of the park  

Within this park, known as “the Pride of Minnesota”, the great Mississippi River begins its 2552 mile 
journey to the Gulf of Mexico. Established in 1891 to preserve the park’s vast forest of virgin pine 
and to protect the basin around the Mississippi’s source, makes Itasca Minnesota’s oldest state 
park. (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 2008)

This 32000 acre park has become a famous natural and cultural landmark in North America hosting 
about 500,00 visitors annually.  Some of the finest scenery in the area can be found here, drawing 
visitors to the park 365 days a year not only for its year-round beauty, but also for its tranquility. 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 2008)

Fig 1.1 Macro map 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and 
Recreation, Interpretive Services, 2008) 
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Itasca State Park

Fig 1.2 Itasca State Park Map
(DNR Information Center, 2006)
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Itasca State Park

MiSSiSSippi heAdwAterS
Marks the start to the Mississippi River, where thousands of people 
a year carefully walk the rocks crossing the mighty Mississippi. 

hiStoric douglAS lodge And reSort
A log construction resort that has been accommodating overnight 
guests for over a century. The lodge includes a large lobby and 
original stone fireplace with a dining room to the North side.  
Then, multiple seasonal cabins are spread along the coast of Lake 
Itasca.

wegMAnn Store Site
Displays both the ruins of the original 1890s Wegmann Store and 
Lake Itasca Post Office along with a replica version as part of a 
crafts demonstration program.

pioneer ceMetery
Some of the early settlers in the Itasca area are buried here, 
including Theodore Wegmann and William McMullen. 

indiAn ceMetery
Gathered information places this 500+ year old burial site to a time 
when the Woodland Period Indians lived in this area.

biSon kill Site
Scientific excavation at this site revealed that ancient bison hunters 
camped here about 8,000 years ago.

nicollet cAbin
This historic cabin was built in 1918 and  used as a forestry cabin to 
man the park during the spring and fall fire seasons. 

old tiMer’S cAbin
Walls constructed of four huge white pine logs, the cabin was 
completed in 1934

Aiton heightS fire tower
At the top of this 100ft tall fire tower, visitors can experience the 
Mississippi River watershed from above. 

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and 
Recreation, Interpretive Services, 2008)
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Itasca State Park

MAry gibbS MiSSiSSippi heAdwAterS center
Displays year-round outdoor exhibits focusing on the Mississippi 
River and Itasca’s forest. Facilities include  a gift shop, rest rooms, 
and a restaurant.

jAcob v. brower viSitor center
Greets visitors and is the place to find park brochures and maps.  
The facility also has multiple interactive exhibits that inform visitors 
about the park’s natural and cultural history.

the lAkeSide MuSeuM
Constructed in 1925 to serve as a shelter for the campground and 
later as a beach house, the building was developed into a natural 
and cultural history museum.

lAndMArk interpretive trAil
1/3 mile selfguided trail that introduces the wilderness character 
of Itasca.

blowdown trAil
This self-guiding, ½ mile trail illustrates resource management 
methods used when dealing with the effects of the 1995 summer 
windstorm.

civiliAn conServAtion corpS plAntAtion
Are trees planted between 1937 and 1940 by the CCC.  A self-
guiding trail informs visitors about forestry practices that were 
once applied for timber production.

MAry lAke deer encloSure
Constructed in the 1930s, this enclosure is meant to keep deer out 
and demonstrates the effects of deer browsing in the forest. 

Dr. roberts self-guiDeD Nature trail
the trail is a good area to learn about Itasca’s plants and bog 
environments.

MAAdAAdizi trAil
The self-guided trail winds its way through towering pine. 
Interpretive signs along this ½ mile trail highlight the natural 
history of Itasca’s forests

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and 
Recreation, Interpretive Services, 2008)
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Itasca Biological Station

StAtion overview 

The University of Minnesota College of Biological Sciences is 
situated in the middle of Itasca State Park, along the eastern 
shore of Lake Itasca, near the headwaters of the Mississippi. The 
University of Minnesota College of Biological Sciences is available to 
the entire University community and to other schools and groups.  
For over 100 years, the University of Minnesota has conducted 
training and research programs: graduate and undergraduate level 
courses in botany, mammalogy, ornithology, ecology, molecular 
biology, neuroscience, aquatic ecology, and animal behavior are 
offered for academic credit from May to September. (Regents of 
the University of Minnesota, 2009)

Because Itasca incorporates the convergence of three ecosystems 
(coniferous forest, eastern deciduous forest, and tall grass prairie) 
and is home to the many native plants and animals of the area, the 
area provides an outstanding site for field research and training.

Fig 1.3 Itasca State Park Map
(DNR Information Center, 2006)
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Itasca Biological Station & Laboratories
Itasca State Park
Lake Itasca, MN

35 38
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1 Director’s Cabin 50 Women’s Bath
2-13 Housekeeping Cabins 51-52 Housekeeping cabins
20-39 Student cabins 53 Dining/Assembly
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41 Lab 58 Public Toilets
43 Administration 59 Faculty Laundry
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47 Computer Lab/Faculty Offices/ 65 Campground Bath

Bookstore 69 Garage
48 Library/Lab/Ross Office 70 Co-director’s former residence
49 Lab 73 Pole Building

Parmelee
Recreation Field

Parking

“itasca biological Station and laboratories is a university 
of Minnesota field station dedicated to learning how 

ecosystems work, appreciating their value, and preserving 
them for future generations”  

(Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2009)

StAtion hiStory 

Established in 1909, the campus includes seventy rustic buildings. 
Over the past century, the station has attracted tens of thousands 
of students, teachers and scientists. The Itasca library holds more 
than 900 articles and dissertations and 2,500 student papers 
based on research carried out at Itasca. (Regents of the University 
of Minnesota, 2009)

StAtion fAcilitieS

Currently the campus includes nine laboratory classrooms, an 
assembly and dining hall, plus living quarters for students and 
staff. (Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2009)

Itasca Biological Station

Fig 1.4 Station Building Layout
(Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2009)
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MAin eMphASiS for this thesis project will be the exploration 
and examination of how architecture can be used as an educational 
instrument to inspire a new way of living by allowing students and 
the general public to develop and experiment with sustainable and 
green architecture technologies. Can architecture inspire a new way 
of living?

SecondAry eMphASiS will be placed on the study and 
application of green technologies and materials.  These technologies 
will be thoughtfully applied and poetically incorporated into the 
design and allow for development, maintenance, and improvement 
of the technologies through the examination of green building 
typologies and biomimicry. 

tertiAry eMphASiS will be placed on creating spaces where 
attention is paid to how much space is actually needed to survive 
comfortably to limit the affects on the surrounding natural landscape 
and preserve it for future generations. This will be accomplished 
by the  study and understanding of the human scale, movement in 
spaces, and creating interactive/transformational architecture.

finAl eMphASiS will examine community and consideration of 
public and private spaces for the residents to successfully survive 
and work together for the development of a sustainable and green 
community.  To determine a new prototype example for the layout 
of residential communities, great consideration and evaluation will 
be given to campus designs, current residential layouts, and overall 
what is what is needed for the successful development of education, 
experimentation, and analysis.

Project Emphasis
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Plan for Proceeding

definition of A reSeArch direction
Intensive research will be conducted to study, analyze and answer 
the unifying idea and question.  The research will be directed in the 
areas of green technologies, interactive architecture, biomimicry, 
building typologies and the relationship of self-sustaining living to 
the built environment.

deSign MethodologieS
Design methodologies will be developed from the intensive research 
of green architecture styles and technologies, as well as examining 
how they can be applied to architecture to change the typical way 
people think and to inspire a new way of living.  Directing the design 
goals and methods of the project will be done through the analysis 
of the research.  Then, the design methods will be further defined 
and re-defined by exploring and discovering how these ideas of 
a new way of living, can be applied to a design that educates its 
occupants and utilizes green and sustainable strategies.  These ideas, 
designs, and processes will be tested through discussions, models, 
and drawings.  Finally, questions and conclusions will arise from this 
process and will direct further investigations and questioning.

 
docuMentAtion of the deSign proceSS
Documentation of the research and design process will be well 
documented throughout the entire thesis process.  Files, photos, and 
research documents will be collected and analysis will be conducted.  
Design and analysis documentation will be done through sketches, 
models, photos, and the written word.
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Previous Studio Experience

Second Year:

joAn vorderbruggen   
  Tea House: Fargo, ND
  Boat House: Minneapolis, MN
  Sustainable Dwelling: Colorado

dArryl booker   
  Montessori School: Fargo, ND
  Prairie Dance Academy: Fargo, ND

Third Year:

Steve MArtenS   
  Inuit School: Iniqaluit, Nunavut
  Pediatric Center: Fargo, ND

ronAld rAMSAy   
  Dakota Risings: Fargo, ND
  Architecture Library: Chicago, IL

Fourth Year:

bAkr Aly AhMed   
  Osiris Risings: San Francisco, CA
  Life in a Cigar Box

dArryl booker   
  Urban Design: Dominican Republic
  Marvin Windows School: Tanzania

Fifth Year:

frAnk krAtky   
  River Keepers Center: Fargo, ND
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Theoretical Research

huMAnkind has worked hard since the industrial revolution to 
establish methods of making the world around us more efficient.  
Unfortunately, in doing this, the environment has been left in a state 
of neglect.  With our environment deteriorating before our eyes, 
the innovators of today are now seeking solutions to reestablish 
our environment in the changing world.  

With an evolving world, we are coming to terms with the changes 
our environment is going through.  The extremities of weather along 
with our heated globe, are impacting the longevity of the world 
around us.  Scientists are establishing methods of understanding 
these changes.  Results found all relate back to human behaviors 
and trends. 
 
To address these concerns of a deteriorating environment, there 
are multiple things to consider, when creating an architecture that 
creates a holistic environmental architecture that has the potential 
to change the idea of living that we, as a society, have become so 
used to.  The challenge arises to decipher this research and create 
a simple design that incorporates every strategy and detail in a 
holistic manner, with each element having multiple reasons for 
why it was chosen.  

“the goal of energy efficiency is to reduce net negative energy 
impacts. the goal of green design is to reduce net negative 

environmental impacts.  the goal of sustainability is to 
produce no net negative environmental impacts.  the goal of 

regenerative design is to produce a net positive environmental 
impact.”  

(Stein, Reyolds, Grondzik, & Kwok, 2006)

terMinology for the ideas of an environmentally-friendly 
architecture can be confusing and used incorrectly.  So, this thesis 
will work to make these ideas clear and strive to educate the general 
public more on what the actual meanings are and how they can be 
applied to design.  The four terms that address environmentally 
friendly designs and are most widely used are: energy efficiency, 
green design, sustainability, and regenerative strategies.  By 
evaluating and progressing through each strategy, it can potentially 
help meet this ultimate goal of a self-sustaining community.  This 
may even go as far as to give back to the environment which will be 
the ultimate goal for this thesis.  
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energy efficiency is an attempt to use less energy to 
accomplish a given design objective.  Easy, simple, energy saving 
techniques are implemented, such as considering the use of passive 
systems over active systems.  For residential developments, a focus 
is given to envelope and mechanical equipment performance.  For 
commercial developments, focus is given to virtually every system 
to achieve energy efficiency.  Additional energy efficiency can easily 
be achieved through energy conservation education, which implies 
saving energy by using less and using energy efficient appliances. 
(Stein, Reyolds, Grondzik, & Kwok, 2006)

green deSign attempts to maximize the positive effects of 
design while minimizing the negative ones.  Green design addresses 
both the local and global impacts of building energy, water, and 
material usage.  Green design implements energy efficiency but 
is not the self sufficient element. Overall, it incorporates concern 
for the health and well-being of building occupants and maximizes 
valuable impacts,  while simultaneously minimizing negative 
impacts on the thesis site and local, regional, national, and global 
environments (Stein, Reyolds, Grondzik, & Kwok, 2006)

SuStAinAbility is an attempt to solve today’s problems 
while reserving adequate resources to permit future generations 
to solve their problems.  This involves meeting the needs of 
today’s generation without detracting from the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs.   Sustainability looks at the 
long term survival of the design and requires a zero net use of 
nonrenewable resources, allowing structures to be self-sufficient. 
(Stein, Reyolds, Grondzik, & Kwok, 2006)

regenerAtive StrAtegieS take the ideas of sustainability 
one step further.  The goal is to leave the world better off by 
giving back to the environment with respect to energy, water, and 
materials.  (Lyle, 1994) Regeneration provides hope for the future, 
and, from a global stand point, can become the ultimate goal for 
designers to work toward to potentially become the solution for 
making the world a better place. 

Theoretical Research
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regenerAtive deSign StrAtegieS

theSe strategies have the ability to provide a greener, more self-sustaining, and caring way of 
living.   In John Lyle’s book, he discusses the regenerative approach to design and proposes a list 
of design strategies that can be implemented to achieve an architectural environment that would 
“leave the world better off with respect to energy, water, and materials”. (Lyle, 1994, p37)  

John Lyle’s regenerative strategies include:
 1.   Aggregate Rather than Isolate
 2.  Seeking Optimum Levels for Multiple Functions
 3.  Consider Nature as Both Model and Context
 4.  Let Nature Do the Work
 5.  Match Technology to Need
 6.  Seek Common Solutions to Desperate Problems
 7.   Manage Storage
 8.  Shape the Form to Guide the Flow
 9.  Shape the Form to Manifest the Process
 10. Use Information to Replace Power
 11.  Provide Multiple Pathways
(Lyle, 1994)

the above strategies are analyzed and redeveloped for this thesis into a new list of strategies to 
accommodate other aspects of research.  The design strategies become the ultimate goal, and the 
framework, for this theoretical research document, and can help create the architectural prototype 
that not only limits the use of our earth’s resources but makes it a better place than it was before.  
The strategies that be applied to the self-sustaining community at the Itasca Biological Station 
are:

 1. Create a holistic design
 2. Learn from nature
 3. Utilize nature’s natural systems
 4 Consider what is actually needed
 5. Allow for adequate storage of resources
 6 Use the building to Inform
 7. Appropriate use of materials

in order to accomplish a complete, holistic regenerative design, these strategies will be developed 
into a community that reinforces the thesis project’s intention to create an experience where both 
the residents, and the visitors, can learn from their experimentations and observations.  Through 
expansion of environmental experimentation and knowledge, it will inspire a new way of living for 
all who chose to experience it.

Theoretical Research Theoretical Research
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Theoretical Research Theoretical Research

creAte A holiStic deSign 

According to Descartes, an essential step in science is dismantling any complex process to 
reveal the characteristics of each component part. This refers to the concept that the technology for 
each part is often relatively simple, while that of the whole may be more complex, less predictable, 
and less controllable. (Lyle, 1994) So, once the parts are separately designed, it is difficult to combine 
them into an integrated whole.  Regenerative design considers the interactions among the parts 
and the connections to design as an integrated whole. 

“A building incorporates a number of individual 
systems and each needs to be seen as contributing 
to the overall “ecosystem” of a building, instead as 

disconnected elements.” 
(Global Green USA, 2007, p27)

An example of this idea is integrated design, which considers design variables as a unified whole 
and uses them as problem solving tools. Additionally, a building that does this is called an ecohouse, 
which sees buildings as part of the larger ecology of the planet and the building as part of a living 
habitat. (Roaf, 2003)

ecoSySteMAtic order demonstrates the ideas of creating a unified design and breaks a 
building down into the three systems found in building design, which mirror the three modes of 
order in an ecosystem.  

 1.  Structural order of post, beam, walls, and roof  
 2. Functional order of materials and energy flows
 3. Locational order of the layout of spaces in a floor plan 

(Lyle, 1994) 

uSuAlly designs maximize only one goal and the other design issues are left out.  Typically, those 
left out are the environmental and social concerns which are given low priority or ignored, which 
leads to problems further down the line.  This thesis will consider all aspects of design equally, and 
how each can work with each other to combine and create a holistic architectural design.  These 
aspects of design are as follows:

 1. Space organization
 2. Site integration 
 3. Form
 4. Structure
 5. Materials
 6. Mechanical Systems
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leArn froM nAture

when considering nature as both model and context, the idea of working with nature instead 
of altering it is addressed. (Lyle, 1994) Altering a landscape can greatly affect the surrounding 
environment.  As a result, it is important to maintain or reestablish continuity and connections 
that naturally take place in the current ecosystem and integrate the building’s design into this 
ecosystem.  

exAMpleS of this is a design that looks at the natural process of how the water entering and 
flowing through a site is currently utilized.  Then, the challenge is to limit the altering affects it has 
so it can maintain the current hydrology system and potentially give back.  It could give back to this 
natural system by collecting rainwater to irrigate and direct water to specific areas of vegetation 
that need it. 

bioMiMicry involves the study of nature’s designs and mimics them to solve human challenges.  
(Design Boom, 2009)  It learns from nature, through the development of innovated systems and 
technologies. The goal is to create products, that will inspire a new way of living that are well-
adapted and sustainable for life on earth.

thiS concept operates on the principle that in its 3.8 billion year history, nature has already found 
solutions to many of the problems we are trying to solve.  Based on the ideas and designs which 
nature has demonstrated to be successful, biomimicry is able to provide a wealth of inspiration for 
those solving problems, (Design Boom, 2009)

Applying biomimicry in design can be done in two ways: proceeding from design to nature or 
going from nature to design. The design to nature approach identifies a design problem, then turns 
to nature for a similar problem.  Going from nature to design, studies nature and imagines human 
applications for nature’s designs. (Design Boom, 2009) Both approaches provide design inspiration 
and act as a good model for a holistic design approach.  

furtherMore, Biomimicry looks at nature in new ways to fully appreciate and understand 
how it can be used to help solve design problems. This is achieved by looking at nature as model, 
measure and mentor. Nature as model means looking at nature’s forms.  Nature as measure means 
analyzing designs and determining if they are as efficient, simple and sustainable as those found in 
nature.  Nature as mentor implies a shift in our relationship to nature, instead of acting like we are 
separate from nature, (Design Boom, 2009)

inSpirAtionS taken from nature can come from it’s forms, functions, systems, and cycles.  
These are then combined to create a holistic design to apply to human systems.  Biomimicry allows 
innovators and problem solvers of all kinds to create more intelligent and sustainable designs. 
These innovated methods of biomimicry are sustainable, reliable, energy efficient, and can even 
eliminate waste and material costs. (Why Biomimicry?, 2009)

Theoretical Research Theoretical Research
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Theoretical Research Theoretical Research

conSider whAt iS ActuAlly needed
 
MAtching technology to need calls attention to the idea of avoiding the use of high-grade 
technologies and/or resources for low-grade tasks. (Lyle, 1994) A common example of this is using 
clean water to flush toilets.  A simple grey water reuse system could easily be implemented to limit 
the use of potable water.

by seeking and evaluating natural design solutions, the systems can become more efficient and 
have the ability to serve multiple purposes.  An example of this would be using the heat from 
garden composting to help warm a greenhouse.  (Lyle, 1994)

AdditionAlly, considering what is actually needed can be applied to space layout as well.  
If a space is only used for a couple hours a day, such as a dining hall, it should have the ability to 
transform and accommodate other needs.  This idea of transformational architecture will be highly 
utilized in the design of the self-sustaining community to limit needed square footage and provide 
spaces that are able to transform into what ever is desired or needed.

Allow for AdeQuAte StorAge of reSourceS 
 
MAintAining adequate storage, and balancing the rate of replenishment with the rate of use, 
are key to regenerative design.  Naturally there is storage present, such as groundwater basins 
for water; the atmosphere for oxygen, and trees for biomass.  So regenerative systems can utilize 
these natural storages or incorporate other means of storage for their own use. (Lyle, 1994)

other resource systems that can be implemented are rainwater collection and energy storage.  
Rainwater can be stored and used for monitored irrigation of the green househile energy generating 
systems such as photovoltaics and wind turbines can collect and store energy that can be used 
consistently and even transferred to other facilities in the park.
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utilize nAture’S nAturAl SySteMS

the key to a self-sustaining community lies in a design that understands and works with nature 
rather than habitually trying to overcome it.  This collaboration with nature will produce an 
architecture that is less costly and more effective over time. (Corbett & Corbett, 2000) 

neArly all of the human life-support functions dealing with energy, shelter, water, food, and 
waste are already performed in undisturbed nature. This is done by the highly evolved natural 
process of conversion, distribution, filtration, assimilation, and storage.  Instead of using the typical 
costly engineered processes, simply augmenting the existing natural processes will limit the need 
for the extra man made systems.  (Lyle, 1994)

utilizing nature’s natural systems looks at the benefit of using passive design strategies before 
applying active ones. This is because passive systems are more natural allowing the building to 
function without the extra costly systems.  Passive systems include thermal massing, altering form 
to capture sunlight and cool breezes for ventilation.  (Global Green USA, 2007) Active systems are 
then only integrated to provide additional heating, cooling, and/or ventilation.  

furtherMore, this interaction between active and passive systems can be beneficial in that it 
will make the building more efficient and reliable. If one system should fail or is not able to perform 
properly in a certain climatic condition, it can conveniently and easily be replaced by another. 

thinking about day lighting, water collection, and catching breezes are all ways in which to 
implement passive design systems.  When designing conceptually, documentation of circulation, 
hydrology, microclimate, topography, solar exposure, prevailing winds, views, and social needs, 
are key and will guide the building’s shape, orientation, form, and massing. (Brown & Dekay, 2001)

Figure 2.4 building Forms to capture sunlight
(Brown & Dekay, 2001)

Theoretical Research Theoretical Research
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Theoretical Research Theoretical Research

AppropriAte uSe of MAteriAlS

MAteriAlS and products should provide improved performance while at the same time reduce 
environmental impacts related to the raw materials, the production process, installation and 
use, and resource recovery.  (Mendler, Odell, & Lazarus, 2006) These materials should be locally 
manufactured to limit transportation costs and material failure if it is brought into a climate that it 
is not accustomed to.  Additionally, consideration of materials that have low VOC (volatile organic 
compound) emissions will create a healthier environment for its occupants.  the use of recycled or 
renewable resource materials can also be implemented in many design elements, especially when 
considering design finishes.

uSe the deSign to inforM

thiS is using the building as an educational tool to inform its users and visitors about how it works 
both inside and out. 

people learn from everything they do and everything around them.  Following this concept,  
Professor David Orr at Oberlin College started a curriculum that looks at everything a building can 
teach.  He states that typically a building just appears as a lot of “squareness and straight lines”, 
but the real lesson can be found in evaluating the building’s systems. (Meadows, 2001)  By literally 
exposing the buildings system’s and encouraging interaction or understanding, visitors can better 
understand how they work and how these system’s concepts can be applied to their current living 
situation.  This thesis will strive to take this concept one step further by allowing its occupants 
to monitor, modify, and experiment with the systems to encourage the development of more 
innovative and efficient systems. 

by informing occupants of buildings how its systems work, they can alter the conditions inside 
through simple tasks instead of having to use excess energy. Designs informed by an understanding 
of resources, needs, and systems capabilities will usually be more effective and energy efficient 
than uninformed designs.  (Lyle, 1994) Additionally, users of buildings can play a leading role in this 
concept by being allowed to make decisions about what to do when in order to maintain desired 
conditions.  An example of this would be operable windows that allow occupants to control natural 
ventilation.  This goes back to the whole idea of education, for example a user who understands 
how a building receives and conserves heat in cold weather is likely to respond by lowering the 
indoor temperature and reducing heat leaks.
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CreatiNg a self-sustaiNiNg CoMMuNity

the desired goals for the Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories is to create a self-sustaining 
community that offers occupants “a place for learning and discovery to understand their relationship 
to their environment in new and thought provoking ways”. (Architectural Alliance, 2009) 

when developing an efficient self-sustaining community it is important to address what is actually 
needed to survive. For a community to survive, it is important for them to have their own safe and 
dependable supplies of water, food, energy, and shelter for all residents.  “A community that meets 
most of its basic needs is more stable both from an environmental and economic perspective.” Also, 
it is important that the community have complete control and ownership of land and resources. 
(Corbett & Corbett, 2000)

Any exported goods should be equal to or greater than what is imported, and there should be 
efficient use of local resources through conservation, reuse and recycling. Furthermore, If they are 
able to accomplish this, they do not have to worry about the hardships of economic disruptions, 
unforeseen natural catastrophes, and global shortages in resources.  Additionally, the community 
will become more energy efficient because there is no need to import high percentages of its food 
or transport water for long distances.  Overall, if communities become self sustaining and maintain 
there own basic needs, there is no need to organize our economy so that all the things needed 
to survive must be shipped in, using large amounts of energy and resources. (Corbett & Corbett, 
2000)

gAviotAS is an example of a community that attempts to create an environment to better 
the world through the way in which they develop a culturally ideal way of living and conserve 
their surrounding environment through their technological experiments and successes.   At this 
community the engineers living there would experiment with new, simple, ingenious technologies 
to survive on the once thought undesirable desert landscape. Then, by inviting people to Gaviotas 
and educating them, they were able to successfully spread the community’s technologies and 
ideas. (Weisman, 1995)  

the people of Gaviotas were divided into groups to cover all needed elements and roles necessary 
for the success of a community Each group and individual did their own part to provide for the 
success and survival of the community. (Weisman, 1995)

overAll, it is a community thought of as “a village to reinvent the world” and will act as a 
strong reference for the ideals and strategies for the regenerative community a the Itasca Biological 
Station. 

Theoretical Research
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wAldSee biohAuS   
BEMIDjI, MN                                  AUGUST 2006

building typology      
Environmental Living Center and Student Dorm

 “to prepare young people for responsible 
citizenship in our global community” (Risen, 2009)

project overview
A 5,000 sq. ft. Environmental Learning Center whose intention is 
to immerse students in German perspectives on the relationship 
between nature and buildings and environmental living and learning 
through building design features and sustainable construction 
detailing.  (Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2008) The 
Waldsee Biohaus is the first German inspired Biohaus in the US and 
is thought to be the most energy efficient building in the US with 
a total building energy use of 14,250 btus/year.  Overall, the house 
envelope provides very clean and livable, naturally day lit, thermally 
comfortable spaces throughout the building. (Risen, 2009)

AnAlySiS
The Waldsee Biohaus is an excellent prototype to look at for this 
thesis project.  The simplistic and minimal design that incorporates 
only what is needed will be helpful to study when determining 
spaces and space layout.  Being extremely energy efficient, this 
thesis can learn from and apply the same kinds of sustainable 
systems and materials to create a holistic design that becomes 
just as efficient as the Biohaus.  One downfall of the building is the 
initial cost of construction, 

So, in order to become more appealing to the public there in lies 
the challenge of the thesis to create an affordable energy efficient 
prototype that multiple people can consider when designing or 

Case Study Case Study
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Fig 4.1 (Welflen, 2010) 
Biohaus section with technology details

SySteMS

Sustainable systems include:
 Extensive green roof 
 Low impact building materials 
 Low-emission building products
 Simple building design and technology 
 Landscaping with native species 
 Use of locally manufactured products
 Compact footprint and volume 
 Highly insulated building envelope 
 Optimal passive solar gain 
  Ground source heat pump 
 High efficiency ventilation 
 Solar hot water system 
 Photovoltaic system 
 Sun shading devices 

The building expresses commitment to: 
 Reducing life cycle building costs 
 Enhancing occupant comfort 
 Improving learning environments 
 Extending life expectancy of buildings 
 Keeping buildings simple to maintain 
 Reducing environmental impacts 

(Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2008)

Case Study Case Study
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jAcob v. brower viSitor center  
ITASCA STATE PARK                FALL 2001

building typology      
Visitor and Educational Center

“building for the environment, 
building for the future” 

(DNR, 2002) 

project overview
The 14,300 square foot facility serves as the primary information 
and education center for the park.  It provides the visitor with 
exhibits, educational programs, travel information and amenities, 
a year-round trail center, and a souvenir shop.  Significant efforts 
have been made to integrate environmentally sensitive building 
materials and technologies in the facility with an emphasis on bio-
composite building products.   (Itasca State Park Visitors Center)

AnAlySiS
The building acts as a good example for the 
construction of new architecture in Itasca  State 
Park. The reuse of site materiels and application 
of other bio-composite materials are a good 
indicator for material usage for this thesis project. 
Additionally, there are multiple interactive and 
hands-on displays that demonstrate many aspects 
about the park.  However, these displays are 
directed more towards children, while this thesis 
addresses a more technological approach that 
targets an older generation

Additionally, even though the building design 
has paid considerable attention to sustainable 
material usage, it fails to use passive strategies 
as a way to heat or ventilate the building, which 
becomes a major goal for this thesis project.  

Fig 4.2 - 4.3 (DNR, 2002) 
Center’s Floor Plan and Section

Case Study Case Study
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SySteMS

 1. Calibrator incorporates a wood-veneered, 
  bio-composite particle board
 2. Paints and stains are non-toxic and    
 contains only small amounts of volatile    
  organic compounds
 3. Carpet is approximately 50% recycled    
  content
 4. High impact gypsum board using recycled   
  newspaper in the facing
 5. Cellulose, agri-product insulation
 6. Bio-composite wood-veneered panels
 7. Toilet partitions are recycled plastic
 8. Walls are well insulated R-value of 24
 9. Structural insulated panels in roof
 10. Energy efficient wood windows with    
  insulated glazing
 11. Radiant flooring
 12. Energy efficient light fixtures
 13. Special care of drainage
 14. Red pine columns harvested on-site
 15. Structural wood framing
 16. Bio-composite, resilient flooring

(DNR, 2002) 

Case Study Case Study
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outSide/in houSe    
LIVINGSTON, MT                     AUGUST 2006

building typology      
Off-the-grid Home and Studio

“the outside/in house and Studio is 
conceived as a response to the landscape

 in which it is situated”
(Ryker, 2007)

project overview
The home lies in response to the surrounding arid grassland and 
provides views of the surrounding Montana landscape.  Internal 
spaces step down the natural slope of the landscape  in the 2200sf 
home.  Interior details utilize all spaces and can even transform to 
create desired spaces.  Nature is fully invited in through allowing 
optimum sunlight, ventilation, and even a vegetable garden in the 
kitchen. (Ryker, 2007)

AnAlySiS
The home provides an excellent example of a home that integrates 
with the surrounding landscape by inviting it in through all aspects 
of design.  Space layout and organization provides a knowledgeable 
approach to allow for optimum sunlight and ventilation.  For this 
thesis, the home will act as an inspiration to create an affordable 
residential prototype through the design and details of a space 
efficient, nature orientated design. 

Fig 4.4 - 4.5 (Ryker, 2007) 
Home Floor PLan and systems Diagram

Case Study Case Study
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SySteMS

Technologies:
 Radiant flooring heating system
 1,800-kw PV system that produces 100% of home’s 
  electrical components
 Grey-water system is installed in bathrooms to provide 
  water for surrounding grasses and gardens
 Domestic-scale wind turbine works hand-in-hand 
  with PV system to supply extra electrical needs

Materials:
 All appliances are Energy Star rated
 Icynene insulation in walls and ceiling
 Locally milled wood siding, ceiling, and nterior

Passive Techniques
 Operable windows on both sides of house for ventilation
 Solar gain collected in the concrete slab for thermal 
  massing heating gain
 Rain water is collected in cisterns for irrigating 

(Ryker, 2007)

1 Entry
2 Mud Room
3 Living Room
4 Dining Room
6 Greenhouse
7 Utility Room

8 Bedroom 
9 Closet
10 Bath
11 Library
12 Guest Bath
13 Guest Bedroom

Case Study Case Study
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center for regenerAtive StudieS 
CAL POLY UNIVERSITY, POMONA                    1976-PRESENT

building typology      
Regenerative Community

project overview
The 16acre center accommodates 90 residents that grow their 
own food, generate needed electricity, regulate their own thermal 
environment, and recycle their waste.  Additionally, while the 
community develops it acts as an educational center for students 
and faculty members to learn about, demonstrate for others, and 
experiment with the community’s practices and technologies 
(Lyle, 1994)

AnAlySiS
This project addresses the community and educational aspects 
of this thesis.  Through its multiple systems and ideas, it will act 
as an excellent example to develop this idea of a regenerative 
community in the harsh climate of northern Minnesota.

4.6 (Lyle, 1994)
site plan and additional detail images

Case Study Case Study
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SySteMS

Passive solar heating and cooling use plants for micro   
 climate control
Water efficiency through water reuse and  recycling systems
Food growing areas on south facing hillsides
Energy generation, shelter, water management, food   
 production, and waste recycling
Several levels of technology
Greenhouse and solaria provide heat for buildings as well as  
 growing plants 
Runoff water is stored for later
Thermal massing materials provide heat storage in buildings
Building forms intercept maximum levels of solar radiation
All systems provide means for on-site recycling

fAcilitieS

Residential Units
Dining and Common Facilities
Educational and Research Space
Storage
Shop Areas
(Lyle, 1994)

Case Study Case Study
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thiS thesis, being the design and renovation of a campus community, 
requires the incorporation of multiple facilities and typologies. These 
case studies, which are highly different from one another, will each 
become good resources for the typological development of the 
community design.  Each typology demonstrates a different scale 
of architecture with different driving elements and technologies, so 
the challenge for this thesis is to combine each aspect into a holistic 
design.

through the evaluation of the case studies, the the thesis 
program becomes more developed with detailed ideas for needed 
spaces in order to create this holistic regenerative community.  It is 
determined that there will be six main parts to the community:
 
 Visitor’s Center
 Community Center
 Biological Station
 Environmental Engineering College
 Communal Living
 Prefab Student and Faculty Cabins

the visitor’s center will become the gateway facility for the 
general public to experience the site.  The case study that will be 
mainly looked at for this facility will be the Jacob V. Brower Visitors 
Center.  This facility addresses the same space, technology, and 
construction that the campus community visitor’s center needs.  
Through the evaluation of this case study and what the community’s 
needs are, it is determined that this visitors center will include  the 
community’s visitor’s gallery / information center, outdoor / indoor 
interactive displays, a green products gift shop and marketing center, 
lounge, deli, administrative offices, and any other infrastructure and 
technologies that are needed for the facility to operate efficiently.

when designing the community center, the Mary Ann Cofrin Hall 
will be the primary case study evaluated, through its design of space 
layout to allow for optimum day lighting and creating a protected 
courtyard space. Spaces that will be organized in the community 
center are a kitchen / dining hall and wellness / health center that 
are circulating around a central indoor / outdoor greenhouse.

Typological Study Typological Study
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Typological Study Typological Study

when designing the community’s biological station and 
environmental Engineering College, the main focus for case study 
analysis will be given to both the mary Ann Cofrin Hall and Waldsee 
Biohaus.  Both studies use the building as a natural museum to 
educate the students and allow for further development and 
experimentation.  So, laboratories, work stations, and offices that 
will be incorporated in each building, will be open to both the 
surrounding landscape and to the building itself for self exploration, 
experimentation of systems, and acknowledgment of how the 
building is working with the natural environment itself.  

the residential facilities, like the communal living facility and prefab 
student and faculty cabins, will be most inspired by the Waldsee 
Biohaus and Outside/In House to create living spaces that are well 
integrated into the surrounding context.  These are small scale 
projects that will incorporate passive and domestic-scale systems 
which will provide a high quality of living in a space that is organized 
for only what is needed.

All spaces will look at the Center for Regenerative studies for the 
understanding of the relationship between the different scales of 
building typologies to create a community that is completely self-
sufficient and that will work together to minimize their effects on 
the surrounding environment.  Then, at the same time invite the 
community in to educate and inspire a new way of living.  The center 
also provides ideas as to all the spaces that need to be included to 
become self-sufficient and ideal for environmental education.

AdditionAlly, each case study’s systems and technologies 
will be further evaluated to determine which could be applied to 
the structure’s designs or at the least provide inspiration to apply a 
similar system that works for the Itasca region.
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viSitorS center
Visitors Gallery / Information .......................................................................................................... 2300
Indoor/Outdoor Interactive Displays ............................................................................................. 2500
Green products gift shop ................................................................................................................ 1500
Viewing Tower…................................................................................................................................ 500
Administrative Offices ..................................................................................................................... 1700
Classrooms ...................................................................................................................................... 2500
Storage .............................................................................................................................................. 500
Toilets ................................................................................................................................................ 500 
   
        TOTAL:  9700 (GSF)

coMMunity center
Outdoor Commons ......................................................................................................................... 2500
Dining Hall ........................................................................................................................................ 2500
Kitchen ............................................................................................................................................... 500
Storage…………............................................................................................................................... 500
Community Indoor / Outdoor Greenhouse .................................................................................... 4500 
Community Water Storage ................................................................................................................200
Community Energy Storage .............................................................................................................. 200
Dorm Living (13).............................................................................................................................. 13000
Washrooms / Toilets ........................................................................................................................ 1000 
          
        TOTAL: 24,900 (GSF)

biologicAl  StAtion
Research Laboratories (2) .............................................................................................................. 4000
Equipment Storage ......................................................................................................................... 1000
Computer Lab ................................................................................................................................. 2000
Administrative Offices ..................................................................................................................... 1000
Toilets ................................................................................................................................................ 500
        
        TOTAL:  8,500 (GSF)

environMentAl engineering college
Work Station / Shop ........................................................................................................................ 4000
Equipment Storage ......................................................................................................................... 2000
Computer Lab ................................................................................................................................. 2000
Administrative Offices ..................................................................................................................... 1000
Toilets ................................................................................................................................................ 500
        
        TOTAL:  9,500 (GSF)

Design Requirements Design Requirements
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Design Requirements Design Requirements

prefAb Student / fAculty cAbinS
2-3 Bedrooms .................................................................................................................................... 300
Living Area ......................................................................................................................................... 100
Kitchen ............................................................................................................................................... 100
Dining Area .......................................................................................................................................... 50
Toilet and Washrooms ....................................................................................................................... 100
Private Garden ................................................................................................................................... 300
Storage ................................................................................................................................................ 50
        
        TOTAL:  1000 (GSF)
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AcAdeMic goAlS

 To create a holistic prototype for regenerative communities and all scales of self-sustaining  
 architectural design

 Consider what has been done in the region in the past to develop a new architecture that  
 takes those principles and applies them to technologies today

 Utilize all demolished building materials by reusing or recycling them on the site to keep  
 waste at a minimum

 Create a design that invites the community in and excites or even inspires them to live  
 more sustainably

 Utilize and learn from the surrounding environment, both in the systems of the building  
 design and quality of the spaces
 
 Facilities and space layout will be organized in a way that maximizes community   
 interaction, becomes the most efficient way for occupant’s to move around, and   
 minimizes impact on the surrounding environment

 The architecture limits the impact on the surrounding context and even invites the   
 surrounding ecosystem to become part of  an integrated holistic design

 Materials become developed from resources native from the area and applied in such a  
 way that efficiently accomplishes desired aesthetics, structure, and overall design

 The architecture will become an educational tool to help  describe to visitors the reasoning  
 and process of how every system and concept works in the design 

 The community design will evolve to become a regenerative community that has the   
 capability to leave the surrounding area better off then it was before

 The architecture will become a framework for students to experiment and develop   
 systems to eventually evolve into an ever changing design prototype
 

Goals for the Thesis Goals for the Thesis
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profeSSionAl goAlS

 Studying this area of high interest will be helpful when applying for desired firms that  
 focus on specific green and sustainable designs 

 Knowledge gained from the in depth study in this thesis project can be applied to   
 professional designs

 Knowledge of sustainable strategies and technologies will be a helpful asset when   
 designing in the professional world. 

 This increased knowledge will develop credibility when professionals discuss the   
 sustainable ideas with clients and coworkers.

 A more responsible and ethical approach to the practice of architecture

 

perSonAl goAlS

 In an attempt to create architecture that inspires the occupants  to live more sustainably, I  
 will learn and apply these ideas to my everyday life.

 I will gain knowledge of technologies and strategies that will evolve and become   
 stronger in future designs

 As an individual I could help spread these ideals through educated conversation and   
 discussion
 

Goals for the Thesis Goals for the Thesis
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ApproxiMAtely 8,000 
years ago, Native Americans 
of the archaic period 
controlled the region of 
Itasca State Park and hunted 
large wild game such as 
bison, deer, and moose.

A few thousand years later,  
native americans from the 
woodland period arrived 
and lived in larger, more 
permanent settlements 
made from stone and wood. 

In the late 1800s, jacob 
V. Brower determined 
Lake Itasca the location of 
the Headwaters and was 
determined to protect the 
rest of the vast pine forest 
from the excessive logging 
going on in the area. Brower’s 
conservation attempts 
saved the remaining pine 
forest and led the state 
legislature to establish Itasca 
as a Minnesota State Park on 
April 20, 1891.  (Minnesota 
Department of Natural 
Resources, 2008)

Fig 2.1 Bower Map 1892 
(Architectural Alliance, 2009)

History of Site History of Biological Station
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itAScA’S Biological Station was established within Itasca State Park in 1909 and is comprised 
of seventy rustic buildings. Over the past century, the station has attracted tens of thousands of 
students, teachers and scientists. The Itasca library holds more than 900 articles and dissertations 
and 2,500 student papers based on research carried out at Itasca. (Regents of the University of 
Minnesota, 2009)

In 2009, the College of Biological Sciences set out to reflect on an emerging vision for a sustainable 
emphasis and respond to current funding restrictions. Key to this effort is addressing the ability 
of the campus to support basic research, education and outreach objectives, while addressing a 
crumbling infrastructure. Intentions of the master plan are: to create a “camp-like” environment 
similar to the small, single use buildings currently present on the site, respond to scale, and 
demonstrate a continuity with the historic roots of the station. (Architectural Alliance, 2009)

As justification for this thesis, the intention is to utilize the information prepared by this existing 
master plan  as justification for the project and a call for need for the area. The plan will be   further 
analyzed to determine a plan that goes further to create a holistic idea that benefits the area and 
its occupants.  More consideration will be given to the detailed design of the individual buildings, 
education, technology, experimentation, and community.

Fig 2.2 demolition plan  (Architectural Alliance, 2009) Fig 2.3 master plan 2009 (Architectural 
Alliance, 2009)

History of Site History of Biological Station
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two global events that are converging to create the 
“most significant crisis of modern times” are the depletion 

of fossil-fuel resources and global warming. (2030, Inc., 2009) 

nonrenewAble resources are depleting because they have been carelessly used for years.  
The US peaked in oil production in the 1970’s but has continued to use 75% of all the known oil 
reserves in the US. As a result, thousands of more wells are drilled every year to keep up with gas 
production in the US. (2030, Inc., 2009) There are very little remaining oil and gas reserves, and life 
as we know it depends on the use of energy supplies that will not last and the use of which has 
serious environmental impacts.  

globAl warming, the other global event, creates catastrophic problems through rising ocean 
levels,  extinction of several species, deteriorating ecosystems, and altering climatic conditions.  
Currently, temperatures are 1.3°F above pre-industrial levels, and if the  temperature increase 
persists, dangerous climate change will result. If the temperature rises 4-5°F, potential climate 
change will result in multiple catastrophic events occurring, such as: 

 - Nearly 25% of plant and animal species could be extinct by 2050 
 - Hurricanes will become more intense
 - Dry soil will increase the occurrence of forest fires
 - Coral reefs will begin to disappear
 - Rising sea levels can destroy huge coastal populations 

(2030, Inc., 2009)

buildingS are the single largest contributor to global warming ,resulting directly in 
environmental impacts, such as greenhouse gas emissions, as well as in indirect ways through 
energy consumed due to heating, lighting and other systems that make buildings functional.  The 
Energy Information Administration and USGBC further report that buildings are responsible for 39% 
of carbon dioxide emissions and 71% of electricity consumption. (A Call To Action: Buildings Key to 
Corporate Sustainability, 2008)

Figure 2.4 Us Building impacts
(A Call To Action: Buildings Key to Corporate Sustainability, 2008)
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the induStriAl revolution

the industrial revolution was the turning point leading to severe global change. This economic 
period created two distinct changes to society resulting in profound effects on the global 
environment.  

 1. Technology that allowed people to satisfy their wants and needs in a way that could  
 hardly  be imagined before.  This resulted in a changed perception and almost spoiled us  
 as a society by allowing the possibility of obtaining any desired living condition with the  
 right amount of money.  

 2. Exponential increase in the use of energy, mostly created from nrenewable fossil fuel  
 sources like coal, oil, and natural gas. (Corbett & Corbett, 2000) 

where the industrial revolution went wrong, was depending on nonrenewable energy sources.  
The same technologies developed during the industrial revolution could have been accomplished 
through the use of renewable sources such as windmills and/or hydroelectric generation. 

in the past, society has failed to take the environment into consideration when building 
communities.  Instead they pollute water and air, pave over agricultural land and animal habitat, 
and fully depend on nonrenewable forms of energy and resources. Christopher Flavin and Nicholas 
Lenssen of the Worldwatch Institute summed up the challenge before us: 

“to avoid the risk of potentially catastrophic climate shifts 
in the middle of the next century, when the human economy 

is expected to be several times larger, the world needs to 
achieve a rate of carbon emissions that is roughly one 

tenth the current level.  this essentially means an end to the 
fossil-fuel-based energy economy as we know it” 

(Corbett & Corbett, 2000,p82)

herein lies the challenge for society to develop a new industrial revolution that shifts dependency 
on nonrenewable resources to the efficient use of renewable resources.  This shift will be more 
beneficial to the environment and society in general,, for it has the potential to inspire a new way 
of living that depends on the health of the environment and encourages society to live simply and 
comfortably with only what is needed. 

Historical Context Historical Context
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hiStory of green deSign 

not too long ago we had a different model for our buildings and a different relationship with 
nature.  Buildings used to be similar to living organisms that evolved from responding to the regions’ 
climate and surrounding environment.  This response creates an architecture whose form and 
composition are necessary to protect it’s occupants from the elements.  In some circumstances the 
climate could be extremely harsh, and the dwelling still utilizes the materials and natural systems 
at hand.  These buildings never significantly impacted the environment and both the climate and 
dwelling help define the culture of the people that built it. (Berkebile & McLennan, 1999)   

current society is never completely satisfied with a close relationship to nature.  We began 
looking for ways to put distance between nature since as early as the 17th century.  With new design 
technologies to help control the environment and keep this distance from nature, architecture 
quickly moved away from living organisms as a model toward a model based on the machines that 
were making these changes possible. (Berkebile & McLennan, 1999)

in the 1970’s restrictions to oil importations led to the first development of green design when 
designers began to tightly seal buildings to reduce heating and cooling costs.  Further oil crisis led 
to developing alternatives for energy delivery, and then rationing gasoline for fuel conservation 
which led to the establishment of federal agencies such as U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), Department of Energy (DOE), and AIA Committee on the Environment (COTE).

the ideals of green design emerged from these groups, and this multibranched discipline was 
developed that encompassed a concern for the life cycle, waste generation of building materials, 
soil and water conservation, indoor air quality, and energy reduction.

in the 1990’s several executive orders were issued related to the environment and the federal 
government established multiple councils, projects, and enacted green benchmarks for many 
government branches (Keeler & Burke, 2009)

Historical Context Historical Context
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hiStory of green hoMeS 

“combining new, environmentally sound, small-scale 
technologies with old-fashioned community spirit and 
local self-reliance could be the solution to the growing 

dilemma of a deteriorating environment” 
(Corbett & Corbett, 2000,p78)

in the past, people relied mostly on inexhaustible and renewable sources of energy such as 
sunlight, wind, water power and the burning of wood to produce energy. However, when “green” 
homes first emerged they included steeply slanted roofs that were heavily decorated with solar 
panels, rustic walls buried into the landscape, and collections of items recycled into vernacular 
architecture.  These structures were mocked by multiple architectural purists who saw them as 
the “triumph of mundane problem-solving over high-minded aesthetics”. (Stang & Hawthorne, 
2005) Nonetheless, they still successfully acted as a prototypical greenhouse that increased public 
awareness to a built environment which contributed greatly to environmental degradation. 

thiS period of “radicalism” developed into an architecture that took pieces of the philosophy 
and applied them to design.  (Stang & Hawthorne, 2005) As a result, these techniques were 
inadequately applied or tacked-on to buildings.  An example is a design with sun screens that takes 
no consideration as to the sun’s orientation. 

todAy, the green home is reaching maturity with many architects, engineers, planners, developers, 
and clients thinking more strategically about the environmental implications of a building and the 
proper consideration of how these environmental techniques and systems work. 

furtherMore, within a community development, it is essential that all residents have 
affordable shelter.  To reduce the cost of housing and create buildings that become efficient only 
when considering what is actually needed, is demonstrated in the way homes and communities 
have been created for most of the history of our society, which is through the use of local materials, 
owner-built dwellings, and community cooperation.

Historical Context Historical Context
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2030 chAllenge

the 2030 challenge specifically calls on building designers to “put an end to the fossil-fuel-based 
energy economy as we know it”. Scientists give the designers of buildings 10 years to slow and 
eventually reverse the rate of greenhouse gas emissions.  This is the key to keeping global warming 
at a tolerable level for the earth, but is by no means an easy task because it will require immediate 
action and a concerted global effort. (2030, Inc., 2009)

to accomplish this, The 2030 Challenge has been asking the global architecture and building 
community to adopt the following targets: 
 
 - New buildings, developments, and major renovation meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting,  
 energy consumption performance  standard of 50% of the regional average for that   
 building type
 
 - Existing buildings shall be renovated annually to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy  
 consumption performance standard of 50% of the regional average for that building type.
 
 - The fossil fuel reduction standards shall be increased to: 
    60% in 2010
    70% in 2015
    80% in 2020
    90% in 2025 
    Carbon-neutral in 2030 

theSe targets may be accomplished by implementing innovative sustainable design strategies, 
generating on-site renewable power and/or purchasing renewable energy and/or certified renewable 
energy credits.  these credits are tradable, non-tangible energy commodities in the United States 
representing proof that 1 mwh of electricity was generated from an eligible renewable energy 
resource. (2030, Inc., 2009)
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2030 iMperAtive 

“to meet the immediate and future challenges facing 
our professions, a major transformation of the 

academic design community must begin today.”
 (2030, Inc., 2009)

 
to accomplish this, Architecture 2030 calls upon this community to adopt a version of the 2010 
Imperative Curriculum and facilities. This imperative calls for architecture design studio problems to 
include a requirement that student work engage the environment in ways that dramatically reduce 
or eliminate the need for fossil fuels, and achieve complete ecological literacy in design education, 
through additional classes such as history, theory, materials, structures, and ethics courses.  
Additionally, the imperative calls for facilities of design schools to go as far as to achieve a carbon-
neutral campus by implementing sustainable design strategies, generating on-site renewable 
power. and purchasing green renewable energy and/or certified renewable energy credits. (2030, 
Inc., 2009)

environMentAl educAtion

now, the question arises, what can we do as architects to change the current perception of 
how we live?  And the answer lies in environmental education, whether it be through lectures, 
workshops, courses, or hands-on experience.

the North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) is a professional association 
established to promote environmental education and support the work of individuals and groups 
engaged in environmental education.  NAAEE members believe:

“education must go beyond consciousness-raising about 
environmental issues.  it must prepare people to 

think together about difficult decisions they have to make 
concerning environmental stewardship and to work together 

to improve and try to solve, environmental problems.” 
(Wicks, 2001)

nAAee provides a common ground for the exchange of information among professionals at all 
levels of education. (Wicks, 2001)

Historical Context Historical Context
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itAScA State Park and its Biological Laboratory Station are 
naturally historic places with old-growth forests of towering pines 
and the lake that is the beginning of the great Mississippi River.  
With varying topography, the area is scattered with low lands 
of lakes and marshes and high lands of tree forests. (Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources, 2008)

the area’s climate can be very harsh, unpredictable, and broad, 
with winters that can reach 50 degrees below and summers that 
can reach over 100 degrees.  This is challenging for year-round 
architecture in the region, but provides opportunity for multiple 
technologies and strategies that utilize this change and create an 
architectural prototype that transforms to the changing climate.  

the area of the Biological Laboratory is restricted to visitors, 
creating an almost hidden environment along the edges of Lake 
Itasca. Hiding it from visitor’s on the park’s main drive, the entry 
path to the site is a long gravel drive that travels some distance 
from the road.  For this thesis, the challenge rises to create a more 
welcoming environment for visitors who are interested in the 
studies and experiments occurring on the site.  Additionally, the 
new and renovated structures must work with the surrounding 
natural environment to limit any negative effects on this historic 
and highly preserved park.

viewS in and around the site all portray subtle structures that 
attempt to limit the effects they have on the surrounding natural 
environment.  The site is scattered with multiple old coniferous 
trees and deciduous trees, each doing their part to imply space 
edges and interact with the buildings on the site. 

Site Analysis Site Analysis
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when entering the site visitors are brought to a loop that directs 
visitors to the office, classrooms, and laboratories on the site. An 
open recreational field lies in the middle of the site just north of 
this loop.  On the west side of the field, along the banks of lake 
itasca, are multiple log cabins for student living.  Each grouping of 
cabins is accompanied by wash houses.

following along the banks of the lake are more student 
cabins, then larger faculty cabins on the far south end.  Among the 
faculty cabins are newer laboratory stations and classrooms that 
study the lake and surrounding area.  Overall, the vast number of 
separate buildings on the site limit the blocking of views, which are 
in fact plentiful.  to the West is the clear Lake Itasca, to the south 
a grass marshland connected to the lake, and on all other sides a 
thick forest of pines.

Site Analysis Site Analysis
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Multiple trails that are pavement, gravel, and grass are 
scattered among Itasca State Park to accommodate the park’s 
many recreational activities, which cover all seasons, including: 
fishing, canoeing, boating, kayaking, hiking, and numerous other 
activities in the summer months.  Then, in the winter, the park 
allows for ice fishing, snowmobiling, show shoeing, and cross 
country skiing. The park offers over 35 miles of recreational paths, 
including a 9.6 mile section of the North Country National Scenic 
Trail.  Campsites are available along with numerous historical sites 
including the headwaters of the Mississippi River, which is one of 
the most visited sites in the state.  Additionally, throughout the 
year there are group programs and organized activities for park 
visitors.  However, the lab site has few paths or roadways that 
pass through. The main circulation path is the gravel roadway 
that  loops in the middle and connects to all cabins and labs.  To 
invite the public in, this thesis will redevelop the current circulation 
patterns to the proposed diagram below.  This plan incorporates 
a paved road off of the Wilderness Drive, a paved bike path that 
meets with the park’s main bike path, gravel service paths and 
grass walkways.

Circulation Analysis Circulation Analysis
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fig 5.1 Park Map
(Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources, 2008)

Circulation Analysis Circulation Analysis
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there are currently nine laboratory classrooms, an assembly 
and dining hall, and multiple living quarters for students and staff.  
Recently, the park has decided to renovate and remodel the rustic 
cabins and laboratories on the site.  The thesis will consider the 
current buildings’ log construction and organization to design a 
campus that most efficiently expresses the occupant’s and site’s 
needs.  Through consideration of the proposed buildings to be 
demolished, the buildings’ conditions, and elements needed for 
the development of a self-sustaining community, this thesis has 
chosen to demolish and redevelop the following buildings: 3 faculty 
labs, 7 student cabins, dining hall / kitchen, Neurology and botany 
lab, administrative offices, and computer lab. 

Existing Buildings Existing Buildings
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“this northern pine moraine forms ranges of hills 
containing coarse, gravelly materials and 

boulders with countless lakes, ponds and bogs.” 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 2008)

textureS in the park and on the lab site portray a very natural 
environment with large towering pines, rocky edges to large bodies 
of water, and rustic built elements that over time become part of 
the environment.  When the light is filtered through the tall tree 
canopies or reflected off the calm, clear lake, the play of lighting 
on the landscape is something to take note.  Additionally, these 
textures are constantly changing.  For example, fall brings  vibrant 
reds and yellows and rustling dry leaves.  Then, along with the bare 
deciduous trees, winter brings snow and ice covered landscapes.  
Then the site becomes alive again in the spring and summer months 
with tall grasses, thick deciduous trees and brush, clear running 
waters, and ample sunlight.  These seasons can create poetic 
experiences and forms to this thesis’s design by bringing great 
variety to the site’s texture, color, sound, and even smell.  

Existing Buildings Existing Buildings
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topogrAphy on the site is fairly dramatic, with over a 30 ft elevation rise from Lake Itasca, 
which is at an elevation of 1475 ft.   The landscape in the region is due to glacial advances from 
over 9000 years ago, creating terrain sometimes referred to as “knob and kettle.” The knobs 
represent the mounds of debris deposited directly by the ice near the glacier’s edge and the kettles 
are depressions, usually filled with water, forming the many lakes of varying size in the area.  As a 
result, it provides ample views of the beautiful landscape surrounding the site.  The Itasca Biological 
Lab station rests on the highest points of the site with steep hillsides leading down to the edge of 
the lake. (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 2008)

Topography Soil Analysis
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Fig 5.3 Well Log Report
 (Minnesota Department of Health, 2006)

the soil present on the Itasca Biological Lab station is 
demonstrated graphically at the left.  The soils in the area 
are high to moderate for the potential for frost.  Additionally, 
because of careful preservation in the park, the soil remains 
fairly undisturbed, and this thesis should keep the preservation 
of the soil in mind when designing.  Erosion may occur on the 
steep sides on the water’s edge but should stay adequate 
for construction if buildings are placed close to their current 
location, off of the steep terrain along the shore, and limited 
disturbance to current vegetation.

Topography Soil Analysis
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the Itasca Biological Laboratory site is heavily populated with 
a variety of trees, both deciduous and coniferous.  In the middle 
of the site is a large open lawn and to the south is a large marsh 
area.  In this thesis, consideration will be given to maintaining and 
utilizing all trees on the site and preserving the marsh area to the 
south.

Existing Vegetation Existing Vegetation
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itAScA is mostly a coniferous forest area with the main 
species being red pine, white pine, black spruce, and tamarack. 
The occasional deciduous tree such as aspen and paper birch 
is also present in the park.  Only two areas of Minnesota still 
contain significant old-growth forest acreage.  One area is 
in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area and the other is on the 
Southwest side of Itasca State Park. This area, known as the 
Itasca Wilderness Sanctuary, became the first site in Minnesota 
set aside for research and interpretation of its natural attributes. 
The Sanctuary contains a large virgin stand of white and red pine 
that are mostly 100 to 300 years old. (Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources, 2008)

Fig 5.4 wilderness Sanctuary 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and 

Recreation, Interpretive Services, 2008) 
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itAScA’S Biological Laboratory is located in Lake Itasca’s watershed.  Multiple activities occur on 
this lake, which is valuable in that it is indeed the lake where the Mississippi River begins.  Water 
from the surrounding landscape, and springs within the lake, feed the river allowing the lake to stay 
at optimal levels all year around.  To protect the wildlife and vegetation in and around the lake, it is 
crucial for this thesis to address water run off and waste management.

Fig 5.5 Lake Itasca Watershed
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 

Division of Parks and Recreation, Interpretive Services, 2008) 
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nAturAl ventilation will be utilized and highly considered in the design for the benefit of natural 
warming and cooling. The windows and doors will be placed accordingly to allow for catching 
of cool breezes from the southeast in the summer and blocking the cold winter winds from the 
northwest in the winter.

Fig 5.6 wind rose
(Onboard Informatics, 2009)
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At geographical coordinates of 47 degrees north latitude and 95 degrees west longitude, sunlight 
in the area is ample in the mid summer months of July and August but in the late fall and early 
winter months the level of sunlight is down to below 40% of the day.  This thesis will take into 
consideration the angle of the sun for placement of windows and shading.  Deciduous trees will be 
utilized to shade the buildings in the summer and allow the solar heat gain in the winter.

Sun pAth diAgrAM Sun diAl

Fig 5.7 sun diagrams
(Onboard Informatics, 2009)
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Design Intent Summary Design Parti

deSign intent

The design intent for the self-sustaining campus community 
is to create holistic and humble designs that strive t o 
educate and inspire both students and the public about a 
new more environmentally-friendly way of living.  The site’s 
various ecosystems allow for the careful design of four 
different structures that each demonstrate a diverse range 
of green design techniques while using the same pallet of 
local materials. 

deSign StrAtegieS

 1.   Create a holistic design

 2.   Learn from nature

 3.   Utilize nature’s natural systems

 4.   Consider what is actually needed

 5.   Allow for adequate storage of resources

 6.   Use the design to Inform

 7.   Appropriate use of materials
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Design Intent Summary Design Parti

intention

The intent behind the parti is to be able to use the same pallet of materials to create whatever 
is needed or desired.  Seven of the same square element was created out of recycled materials.  
Those elements can transform into multiple uses, such as a chair, table, planter, or shading wall.
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Structure and Material Pallet Structure and Material Pallet

corrugAted MetAl roofing  recycled tiMber
(Textures)      (Textures)

nAturAl Stone veneerS   perMeAble pAving
(Textures)      (Textures)
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Structure and Material Pallet Structure and Material Pallet

vAriouS green roof SySteMS  boArd And bAtten Siding
(Safeguard Europe Limited)    (Textures)

nAnA wAll SySteM    heAvy tiMber conStruction
(HomePortfolio Inc.)
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Technologies Technologies

rAinwAter collection    coMpoSting toiletS
Efficient water use     Minimize Water Use , Compost for Gardens
(Liberty Park USA Foundation)    (Rockershirt Industries Inc., 2006)

     

wood louverS     wind generAtion
Shading and Cooling     Energy / Water Pump
 (Bellavista Shutters and Blinds Inc.)    (Discovery Communications, LLC, 2010)
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Technologies Technologies

SolAr energy generAtion  lAke geotherMAl/ rAdiAnt floor
Energy for Lighting and Water Heating  Efficeint Heating
(Future Breakthroughs)    (Ace Geothermal, LLC , 2010)

inSulAtion     living MAchine
Polystyrene Insulation  / Low E Glazing  Grey Water Reuse
 (KITA, 2008)       (Discovery Communications, LLC, 2010)
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Building Footprint Development Building Footprint Development
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Building Footprint Development Building Footprint Development
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feAtureS
Welcoming / Gateway into Campus Community

Primary Public Education Center

Acts as a Gallery to Display Campus Work to the Public

Fire tower and Form Allow Visitors to Orientate Themselves  
 and View  the Site

Primary Green Education: Green Roof Typologies and   
 Thermal Massing

Visitor’s Center Visitor’s Center
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intention

The Visitor’s Center acts as 
the gateway into the self-
sustaining community to 
orientate the visitors and 
provide general education 
about the community’s 
design, structure and 
technologies.  The gallery’s 
interactive displays and green 
products gift shop allow the 
students to display products 
and designs to educate and 
encourage the public to 
live more environmentally-
friendly.  As you work your 
way up the fire tower to 
the varying levels allows 
views of the entire site while 
providing opportunities to 
explore various green roof 
typologies.

SpAceS

Visitors Gallery / Information

Indoor/Outdoor Interactive
 Displays

Green Products Gift Shop 

Viewing Tower

Administrative Offices 

Classrooms 

Storage

Toilets  
   

Visitor’s Center Visitor’s Center
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feAtureS

Communal Living Prototype 

Allow Occupants to Experience Self Sustaining Living

Primary Green Education: Ventilation, Gardens, and  
 Rainwater Collection

Community Center Community Center
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intention

The Community Center 
acts as a communal living 
prototype by allowing 
the student occupants to 
experience self-sustaining 
living situations.  The gradual 
sloping roof planes open up 
the spaces inside for ample 
southern exposer, collects 
and filters rainwater for the 
interior gardens, and directs 
cool summer breezes around 
and through.  Dorms have 
open plans that allow the 
students to create there own 
spaces Additionally, the nana 
wall system and sun screens 
allow complete control by 
blocking off or opening 
up to the surrounding 
environment.

SpAceS

Outdoor Commons

Dining Hall

Kitchen 

Storage 

Indoor/Outdoor Greenhouse 

Community Water Storage

Community Energy Storage

Dorms (13)

Toilets 
            

Community Center Community Center
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feAtureS

Allow Students to Study the Surrounding Ecosystem

Primary Green Education: Earth Berming and Sunlight

Biological Lab Biological Lab
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intention

The Biological Station is a humble design appearing as if it is emerging from the landscape.  The open 
and versatile space provides an area for students to study the surrounding ecosystem by allowing 
panoramic views of the area and disguising the barriers between the inside and outside.  Key self-
sustaining technologies the biological station focuses on is earth berming, capturing sunlight, and 
utilizing rainwater. 

SpAce lAyout

Research Laboratories (2)     Administrative Offices

Equipment Storage      Toilets

Computer Lab

  

Biological Lab Biological Lab
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feAtureS

Allow Students to Experiment and Develop Green Strategies

Students Design and Create  Green Pre-fabricated Cabins

Primary Green Education: Green Technologies and Flexible  
 Space

Environmental Engineer’s Lab Environmental Engineer’s Lab
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Environmental Engineer’s Lab

intention

The Engineer’s Lab allows 
students to experiment and 
develop new and innovated 
green strategies. Students 
design and construct  green 
pre-fabricated cabins in the 
community for dorm use 
and to sell to visitors.  Open 
interior, exterior, and roof 
top space allow for various 
technologies to be developed 
and analyzed.

SpAceS

Work Station / Shop

Equipment Storage

Computer Lab 

Administrative Offices 

Toilets  
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“My experience At ndSu wAS A MeAningful 
experience where greAt friendS And new ideAS, 

vAlueS And knowledge were developed.”

with my master’s of architecture degree from NDSU  I will be moving 
to Duluth where I was offered a job at DSGW.  One day, I hope to be 
able to design small scale architecture in a firm that focuses entirely on 
environmentally sustainable buildings and homes.  Currently, DSGW has 
started to become more developed in that type of architecture but are still 
not entirely focused on it.  So, I hope my time at DSGW can be focused on 
becoming LEED certified, achieving my IDP hours to become licensed as 
an architect, and becoming comfortable in the Duluth community through 
keeping busy with hobbies and working with community organizations 
like Habitat for Humanity. 

overAll, I’m extremely pleased and excited to begin a new chapter of 
my life after graduation with a good job in a location I like and am excited 
to see where there takes me in the next couple years. 


